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Half Blood Prince Reading Quiz

Multiple Choice

Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.

 1. Page 265 p21- The last sentence probably indicates

A. Mrs. Cole is not observant

B. Mrs. Cole is drunk

C. Dumbledore used magic to create it

D. Magic made the gin appear

 2. Page 267 p23- The last sentence probably indicates

A. Mrs. Cole is accusing Tom Riddle

B. Mrs. Cole is defending Tom Riddle

C. Mrs. Cole is unsure about Tom Riddle

D. Mrs. Cole disgrees with Dumbledore

 3. Page 268 p2- The best definition of jiggered would be, as it’s used in this paragraph.

A. drunk

B. quite certain

C. angry abou

D. baffled

 4. Page 272 p1- The main idea of the paragraph is

A. Tom Riddle lets his emotions carry him away

B. Tom Riddle has no emotion

C. Tom Riddle calculates his actions

D. Tom Riddle adjusts to please Dumbledore

 5. Page 271 which item would be least likely for Riddle to add to his powers?

A. I can control the weather

B. I feel pain before something bad happens  

C. I can bend metal objects with my mind

D. I can change the outcome of games I play

 6. Page 273 which term could replace colorless as it’s used without changing the meaning?

A. flat

B. clear

C. trembling

D. cold

 7. Page 274 p6 what sentence could replace Riddle’s statement without changing the way he is presented?

A. I’ll go alone.  I have no friends.

B. I’ll be fine on my own. I appreciate the time alone.

C. I’ll take care of getting there.  I don’t need people.

D. Since my mom left me, I’m used to being alone.

 8. The top of Page 275 reflects a presentation of Riddle as having which belief consistent with a personality 

disorder?

A. Lack or remorse

B. feeling of uniqueness

C. lack of empathy

D. emotionless responses
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 9. The use of enigmatic on page 278 is most likely meant to 

A. make Dumbledore seem mysterious

B. clear up a previous falsehood

C. introduce a new problem into the narrative

D. make Dumbledore seem unpleasant or rude


